Cave of
Kryptonite!
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When Wonder Woman™ and
Superman™ ﬁnd themselves in
trouble, it’s up to their Super-Pets
to save the day!
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He is Superman’s loyal friend.
He came from the planet Krypton.
He and the Man of Steel share
many of the same superpowers.
These are . . .

ThE AmAzInG AdVeNtUrEs Of

Krypto

the

Super-Dog!

High above the city of Metropolis,
Superman and Krypto are playing a game
of hide-and-seek. The Man of Steel is
holding Krypto’s favourite chew toy. It’s a
large lead pipe. Krypto’s jaws are so strong
that he destroys ordinary dog toys.

“Close your eyes and count to
twenty!” Superman says to the happy
Super-Dog. Superman flies to a cave
inside a mountain. “Krypto will have
to use his X-ray vision to find the pipe
inside this cave,” says Superman.

Suddenly, Superman feels weak.
He sees a small, glowing green piece of
Kryptonite stuck in the wall of the cave.
Kryptonite is the one thing that can harm
Superman!

The Man of Steel falls to the ground.

He sees a rocket covered

He can’t move. Krypto dashes to the front

in bright red flames heading

of the cave. “Krypto, don’t get too close,”

straight for the mountain.

warns Superman. “The Kryptonite will

Superman needs the help of his

harm you too!”

best friend! “Krypto, stop the

BLAM!

What made that noise? Superman uses his
X-ray vision to look through the top of the
cave.

rocket!”he says.

WHOOSH!
The Super-Dog soars
through the air. He grabs
one wing of the rocket in
his powerful jaws.

Krypto slows the falling rocket and
brings it safely down. But Superman is still
trapped. How is Krypto going to save his
best friend?

Suddenly, Superman’s super-hearing
hears someone yelling for help from high
up on a mountain. “Krypto, I need you
to investigate,” says the Man of Steel.
The Super-Dog flies high in the air.
A man has
fallen off the path
and is hanging onto the edge of a cliff!
“Help!” yells the man. Suddenly, the
man loses his grip and starts to fall.

Krypto creates a pocket of air around
the man. Thanks to Krypto’s fast thinking,
the man floats safely to the ground. Now
it’s time to rescue Superman!

The Super-Dog zooms into action. He
flies in circles around the man, soaring
faster and faster.

Superman quickly recovers.
He hugs his Super-Dog. “Krypto, you saved
the day!” says Superman. “I’m lucky to
have a best friend like you to help me
out!”

THE END

Krypto has a bright idea! He crashes
into the cave’s roof and the cave shakes
on impact. The chunk of Kryptonite breaks
into tiny bits of green powder. Krypto wags
his tail super-fast, creating a windstorm,
which blows the dangerous green powder
far away from Superman.

Trouble on
Paradise Island

She is a high-jumping animal known
as a Kanga.
She has a superpowered tail and can
run extra-fast.
She is Wonder Woman's loyal friend.
These are . . .

ThE AmAzInG AdVeNtUrEs Of

Jumpa
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the

Kanga!

There is a secret island

Wonder Woman was born there. When

hidden from the rest of the world.

she was a little girl, she had a special pet.

It is called Paradise Island.

That pet was a Kanga named Jumpa.
Jumpa was Wonder Woman’s best friend.

Kangas are like
kangaroos, but they
can jump further and
run faster.

Wonder Woman and Jumpa are in the

A baby Kanga called Leepa pokes her

stable when they hear a shout. A witch

head out of a pile of straw and says, “I

called Circe has been spotted nearby! “We

want to go too!”

need to find her,” Wonder Woman says.

“Leepa, you are too small. You should
stay behind,” Jumpa says. Wonder
Woman and Jumpa rush out of the stable
and head to the beach. When no one is
looking, Leepa runs after them.

Wonder Woman and Jumpa arrive
at the beach to find Circe standing on
the shore. A dangerous creature is flying
above Circe’s head.

It’s a Harpy! A Harpy is a horrible
creature. It is half-human, half-vulture.
Wonder Woman gets ready to throw
her tiara at the Harpy, but the Harpy
grabs the tiara with her claws!

Luckily, Wonder Woman’s best friend

“Thanks, Jumpa!” says Wonder

is there to help. Jumpa throws her own

Woman. “That was quick thinking!” But

tiara at the Harpy.

Circe isn’t defeated. She starts chanting
the words to a magical spell. Wonder
Woman spins her magic lasso and throws
it at the witch.

Jumpa’s tiara hits the Harpy. The
creature tumbles through the air and drops
Wonder Woman’s tiara. Jumpa hops up and
catches it, then hands it to Wonder Woman.

WHOOSH!
The lasso wraps around Circe, but it’s
too late. The witch’s spell has caused a
giant wave to form in the ocean. Paradise
Island is going to flood when the wave hits
the shore!

Suddenly, Leepa jumps
onto the beach. Jumpa has
an idea. Both Super-Pets
use their lightning-fast
feet to dig a hole.

The two animals kick the sand
to create a giant wall. It towers
high above the edge of the beach.

SPLASH!
The huge wave slams into the sandy
mountain. The sand stops the water.
Paradise Island is saved!

Wonder Woman is going to take
Circe far away from Paradise Island. But
first she reaches over to high-five Jumpa
and Leepa. “Your smart thinking and
teamwork saved the day!” says Wonder
Woman. “I know I can always count on
my high-jumping friends!”

THE END

